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ABSTRACT
Academic employment patterns of women and men

scientists in eighi disciplines were studied. The- primary data source
was the National Science Foundation's (NSF) annual surveys of
"Scientific and Engineering Personnel Employed at Universities and.

r Colleges." Data were also obtained from site visits from a
representattve sample of nIne of the total 50 leading
doctorate-granting institutions included in the study. It was found
that a greater percentage of,tromen are employed in large and
prestigious ing,titutions: Women are being employed 1.&the top ranked
departments in tilt 50-leadtng doctorate-granting univ'ersities4,. a
finding which implies a significant gain in status for women in
academe. However, the positions thgt 'these women,occupy colAd not be'
identified from the NSF data. Women were the most prominent in
psychology, comprising 25 percent of the employee's, and least
prominent in engineering, comprising only three percent of the'
employees. Woaeh continue to be concentrated .in the life sciencesv
the social sciences, and psychology: they continue to be least
visible in the technical'disciplines such as engineering and the
physical science's.. Women scientIsts Were found to be concentrated in
the very-.1argest institutions: women.in the social sciences were -
almost egua4y represented im,small And large schools. Mary wgmen
scientists were found ta be in nottenured research po3itions.:TO
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Rose 1

DISTRIBUflON OF 'WOMEN SCIENTISTS: .

T1r NPMERS ARE MISLEADING

The agae--ic eMployment patterns pf women and men

scientist; differ across fields and in status.

Clare Rose, Sally Ann Menninger, Glenn. F. Nyre

and Cheryl Graesser

Traini-

Los An,

, president of the Evaluation and,
N

ute, 12401 i5ilshire Blvd., Suite 304,

CA 90025. Dr. Nyre is vice-president,

and Dr. Graesser is senior i.sea.pch. associate dt

ETI. Ms. Menniriger is ii tw Graduate (.:hool of

Management at UCLA.
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In recent years great strides have been made toward

increasing the participatfon of women scientists in the

academic community'. The number of women receiving baccalaureate

degre.ps, has doubles in the past ten years, and cqrrently women
6'

-account for 49 percent of the total undengraduate enrollment

in the United `3tates (1). ,On the graduate leyel, the percentage

of women teceiving doctorates in the ,sciences rose. front 7

percent in 1965 to nearly 17 percent in 1976 (2). Yet :the number.

of women scientists employed in colleges and universities
.

has not changed comparably. The proportion of women.scientists

employed 'fuLl-time in acadepc institutions as increased

only 1 percentage point, from 15 to 16 percent, since 1974

.(3).

Do these figures reflect real differences in the

opportunities available to women scientists in academic
$

settings? Does the slight overall increase mask,,large

increases in the number of women'in some fields and decreases

in others? Whatcis the relative status Of the academie

,positions held by these women as comparea to men scientists?

The presen,t ,,rticle_addresses these questions and

Jd%ntifies the oiffereaces in the employment patterns of'

. women and men scii'ntistAin eight different disciplines.

This represents a departure from previous studies,of academic
\

women, which either focus on women in only one field, or

negl'ect to present comparable data, forimen (4). By examining

4

several fields, over4li employment patterns are identifiable
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and can be justifiably generalized to wom'en scaentists as

a diverse group.

Data Sources

There were two,sources of data. The primary source was

the N'ational Science Foundation's annual surveys of Scientific

an.ii Engineering Pqrsonnel,EmOoyed at Universities and College.

(5). In 1976, thi survey included data from 2,300 institutions,

;inCluding,two yeAr colleges, whfch offered degree credit cotrses

J.11 the science and engineering.. We examined woMen's employment

1.11 the 50,1eading doctorate granting institutions, which were

Aefined as those reporting the largest numbers of full-timg

scientist' and yrivAneer employees: _These 50 schools employed

.47 prcent'of all women scientists in the 1976 survey.

In rePorting to N F, academic in,stitutions include research

assista.nts, postdoctOra s and other non-scientific staff along
ea

, 4
with faculty members,in.their.employee count. These counts

are tabulated separately for each' of eight scientific fields

defined by.'NSF: engineering,,phystcal science, environmental

sei(;nce, mathemati,cal .science, life sciene, medical science,
.

social science and psychology.

A second source of.data was site visits to a representatiVe

sample of nirie of the 50in,stitutions. The case study

institutions were selected to pPo'vide diversity with respect

).
.to' geographic location, 'urban versus rural environment,

institutional size, source of support (public,or private),
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and the proportion of women scientists employed: The nine

selected schools were: University of Arizona; Harvard

University; Louisiana $tate University, Baton Rouge; University

of Michigan; Northwestern University; Purdue University.;

University of Southern alifornia; Texas A 1.M UniverSity; k

Unive.rsity of Washington. At each institution, deans, department

chairs, faculty, research staff and students im the variousl

scientific fields we're .fmterviewed 'regarding the nUmbers,

status and experiences of women scientists. These interviews

enablea u's to explore the dynamics underlying the numbers'and

thus interpret the statistical trends Observed in the NSF data.

Distribution of Women Scientists

The total employee caunt in all fields in our sample'of.

50 schools was approximately 77,000, of which 16.4 percent .

were women. The propor,tion of women varies a great.deal

across fields, as can be seen from the first column of Table
f /

1 (6). Women are the most prominent in psychology, comprising

25 percent of the employees, and least.prominent in engineering,.

P
cnmprising only 3 percent of the employees. Overall, the

distribukons.of women across the various disciplines reflect

the traditional career interests of women in the sciences,

and as such are representative of findings from other studies..

Womenlibontinue to be doncentrated,in the life sciences, tie

social sciences and psychology; they continue to be leaSt

visible in the technical disciplines such as engineering. and *



the physical scienceS.

Contrary to the literature\on wpmen academics geilerally

(7), we found women scientists to be concentrated in the very'

larges't institutions. .We cateiwrized the 50 sample schools

according to size based on the total number of scientigts

and,engineers *imploye'd Seventeen.institutions

( with a fula-tim scientist and engineer populatioxf of.over'

1,650 were classified as 1arge;*1.5 institutions with A

scientific employee population between 1,251 and 1,649 were

classified as medium, and 18 colleges with a scientific.

employ-ee population of less than 1,'250'were classifi4 as

small.

In'large schools, women constituted 18 percent of the

total employee count, while in small schools'women constituted

14 percenf of the total. The right columns of Table 1

spo%4 the percentage of women employees,in the eight scientific

*0fields. This-pattern held consfstently in six of the eight

fluids, the two exceptions being the life sciences and the

soOal sciences.

tin the s 041-sciences, women were almost equally represented

in small and large schools, accoUnting for 21 percent Of the

employee force in small schools and 20 percent in the large

schools. This distribution may be a function of the differences

in the Work activities oi social scientists as compared to

thos.e in other scientific fields. A college or university

would be le-Ss likely to hire,a sociologist or economist as a

6
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pure researcher than a phySicist or chemist. Rather, most

7

social scientists are required to teach in addition to doing
a.

research. Thus the pattern for the social sciences is

consistent: Women social scieptists are most likely employed

.in sma4l1er shools in greater numbers as instructional staff.

Another ,significant pattern was a concentration of women.'

employees in high prestige departments. This findihg'is in

keeping with w'recent study by Ci.rtter and Ruhther (8) of

the prestige level of the first job placement of women

doctorates. Using the American Council on Education report,

A Ratin of Graduate Programs, prepared by Roose and Anderson

(9), they'divided ins.titutiong into five levels Of prestige.

The Roose-Anderson rankings themselves were compiled from the

subjective ratings of the quality of graduate programs given C

by.faculty,and administrators in various fields. Cartter and

Ruhther)found approximately 20 percent-of women doctorates

were being placed in the top three categories of schools, as

compAred to 16 percent of the men. These percentages do not

mean, however, that women were getting more jobs in prestige

schools. Rather, the steady decline Of job opp4rtunities in

academe during the early seventies hit men more severely,

while women continued to be h'ired at the same rate as in past

years, presumably because of affirmative' action programs.

Our analyses also indicated that women were being eMployed

in the top-ranked insti,tutions in large numbers. Using the

Roose7Anderson scheme, we categOrized deparpients rather than
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institutions in five, fields accorcfing to a three7level prestige/a
0

ranking. The fields'for which-we-were 'able to derive ranking

schemes were engineerink;, physical s'cience, mathematics, life

science, psychology anst soci-al science.-

Table 2 (10) shows the'percentage* of women and men employees

in five fields at each level of p stige ranking. Across all

fields, the percentage of women employees in hi.gh9ua1itY

depitments is greater than the percentage of men. In the

case vf engineering: a field which has just, re.coRtly begunl

to show strong Increases th the number of entering women,

the difference's in the distributions of -men and women ac.ross

the different quality rankings is striking. In enginseering,
\

almost.88 percent of the women wqwe in top-ranked departments

as compared to 57 percent of the men. In the physical sciences,

65 percent of tIle women compared to 53 percent of the meti were

in Lop-rahked departments.

The concentration of women in high quality departments

in LAigineering and the physical sciences seems even more

striking when t1-1 distributions are compared to the

distributi(,n ,)t rwn and women in psychology and the social

sciences. .thia the study sample, womem were generally

found in smal7 proportions in engineering, where they

accounted for 3 percent of all employees, and the physical

sciences, where they a,ccounted for 6 percent of the total.

In psycholOgy a(nd the social sciences, however, they were,

, relatively well represented, accounting for 25 percent of
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the emplc)3.ees in psychology and 19 percent of those in the

social science(s. In ekamining the distributions of women

across the different quality rankings of departments in Viese

fields, the distribution of women was found' not to differ

greatly from he distribution of men. In psychology the

distributions are identica1, while in the so Al scien8es

50 percent of the women are found in the iop-ranked departments

compared to 51 percent of the. men. It appears, then, that as

the number of women increases within a discipline, their

.distribution across different quality sehools grows more

J

, .

simiiar to the c0.stribution of. men. .

. .

If faculty and administrators in top quality departments

have a large pool of women to evaluate along with men, they

can distinguish-differences in ability and productivity. The

result is a similar distrihution of men and women across

different levels of departments, as.found 'in the social

sciences and psychology. But in a field such as engineer'ing4

where ttiere is.only a small proportion of women, highly rated

departments seem to have an advantage in recruiting bo,th

graduate students and employees4 as evidencedby the

centration of women engineers in the top level programs.

It should also be noted thlit in disciplines where the pool

of women is small, women tend to be outstanding 19 perfOrmance

and ability. As rgore-women enter a field, the population

becomes more representative of all ability levels. Thus, as

the number of women in engineering increases, ther\concentration
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stould diminish, and women engineers in academe should become

more evenly distribu ed across the different presti:ge leveiii-

111
4 of grograms.

Status .of Tomen Scientists

"Past reseall'ith on women in higher education indicates

that academic women have been clustered in the lower faculty

ranks. In Ladd and Lipsett's 1976 study of-faculty (11),

.women were found to hold 41 percent of-the instructor

positions, 40 percent of the lectureships and 29 percent

of the assista-nt profes-or positions, but only 17 percent

I
of th,? associate professorships and 10 percentipf the full

pr,)fessorships.. Their study-did not, however, include

Anon-faculty women. .

While the National Science Foundation surveys do provide

an indictor of the science resources in colleges-and'

universities, they mask the tiftlity of women scientists'

positions in the academic community. The headcounts and

simple percentiwes include women who are senior faculty at

prestigiols .resarch schools as well as momen with baccalaureate

- -degrees <Olo arc research assistants'in university laboratories.

.Our sit. e visits to the nine institutions revealed that the

numburs alone are quite misleadi ng.

The case study institutions8Were a representative sample '

of the 59/intitutions that comprised-the study sample. The

distribution of women scientists in the various disciplines

t.

10
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in the site yisit Schools matched the distribution found in

the sample of 50 institutions. Women were most prominent in

'sychology (21:9 percent) and the life sciences (20.1 percent)',

and least well represented in engineering (2.2 percent), and

the enVironMental sciences (4.6 percent). The 2:ange for

individual school means of the perent of women employ-fed was
,/

also similar to that found in the larger sample -- with a low

i
of 3.2 percent to a high of 20.3 percent. The percentage of

women employed within the site visit schools waqi15.5 percent,

-

,

slightly less than the 16.4 perckt found for,women in the

total sample.
,..

We discovered that large numbers of women reported as

full-time scientiSts or engineers on the NSF sUrveys, 'and for

. 'compliance with 11EW requirementV, hold Off-ladder, nOn-tentired

research scientist appointments, most often funded by extramural
4

grants rather than general Uhversity funds. Many of these

'women halve to find ,their own grants in order to.receive a

!,alary. 4For a row women, a researqfposition was a- voluntar

and satisfactory Choice, but'for many it was a forced and
4

unwelcome compromise. Many mari:ied doctorates were unable to

ob-tain regular taculty positions because of inst)tutional

nepotism customs which, in practice, discriminate against

women. .0ther women had received their doctorates at the
0.

institutien where their husbands were, employed, subsequently

fiiding themselves ineligible for fAlulty ladder positiOns

iecause of the "we never hire pur own" policy. Like nepotism

ii

0
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,practices, this policy protects-an institution Irom losing

its vitalitys'apd becoming stertle through inbreeding.

Inherently not discriminafirig, in practice it severely .

discriminates against, woMen, and sthe cgnsequenCes are

exceptionally severe when the university'is in an.isolated area

witn,limited or no alternatives for emp,loyment at other

postsecondary instituti)ns or in industry%

\-'41-H

A ,
- While research scientist positions can be Valuable

experience-S for women, who are beginning their professional

careers,.these,posi.tions do not carry the status or salary
*

of regillar facuity appointmeats. Along with other."adjunct"

or "acting" positions, research scientists are fot the most

part'A disvnfranchised, second-9ass faculty .whose grant .

moneys-Contriblite overhead to the institution: Denied tho

right fO'vote or even attend facpty meetings, they are

responsible for serving on committees, teaching courses and

supervising doctoral students. More importantly,.these

positions hinder profeSsional, development if they are held

for a long p4riod of time. Rarely are tenured faculty

appointments made from among an intitution's lecturers or

research scientists, and seldom are these people recruited

by other univer:-,itieS, particularly if they have held this

type of appolntment for more than a few years.

Unfortunately, the prospects for a-dramatic change in

the tatus of c;omdr1 scientists in the nbar fUturefare slight,

despite'the,increasing numbers of women entering scientific

I
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,4
. fields. Women are entering the System and cOming up lor

t
..., .

prom6t6n jut, a,s 1:*etrenchment..and .tight budgets 'are ieducing- 7-
.

, .
. .

the number- Of,Ja.cillty positions. Instead of hiring new Ph-.D.s :

in tedure'traqk fositions, more.and more pollege.s.areTturning

tO llm1td.terni, conlract..appointments to bripg ip new. blood'

'and maintain dbpartmental vitality. 'In most institutions,
ry

the term of appointment is.thrb years; in a few, iV is six

years. In all cases, the positions are terminated and there .

is little or no ch,itnce of being retained on a permanent faculty

status. Again, although this practice is not inherently

discriminatory and applies equally to men as well as women,

the consequences are that it severely limits the advancement

of women in the academd,c wprld at a time when they are being

encouraged.to enterift..

In spite of the cOnditions of emplOyment; however, we

did find the atmosphere4gtO be noticeably difTerent.at.-'
,

institutions which-had a relatively high percentage c5f.women

scientists. Departmemt chairmen (12) at institutions with

few women were- quick to describe their recruiting procedures

as a search for "the bea qualified candidate" '"We'd love

to hire a qualifiedwoman, but we Won't beat the bushes to )

look for her" was a frequent statem But at institutions

where there were comparatively more women scieniists,.deans

and department chairmen added to the "best qualified"

.statement a consideration of woMen's more limited Opportunities

heretofore. These deans and department chairmen were willing,

13
4

4.
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to use whatever means of affirmative actions necessary,

the truest sense ofthe wOrds, eVen 10/ these means were

non-traditional.

Summary and Conchlsions

Analysis.of the axademic employment patterdS- of both
\,

.

women and men.scientists and engineers revdaled that a greater

percentage of women are emplcayed in large, and in prestigious

institutions. Womeri are being employed in the top-ranked

departments in the 50'leading doctoral granting universities,

findin'g which implies a significant gain in,s/atus for women

in academe: However, the positions.that these wome occupy

could not.be identified from, th'e N$F data.
1

The purpose of the NSF surveys,ilipto mdnit the supply

of scientific manpower esourCes in the United States. These

surveys mask the dismJ reality of women scientists' positions
4k

in academe. , The headOunts and simPle percdntages do not

reveal their ranks, salaries or job status, and the sAte

visits'Con'firmed-that these numbers are grossly Tisleading.

The absolute numbeTs of Women scientists and engineers may be

increasing in somescases, but the percentages are small and

women are still, found in the lower ranks and untenured

positions. Tri fct, we found that a disproportionate number

of the women se ntistS.reported as full-tme employees on

the NSF strveys were in reality in non-tenUred research

position.s. These appointments were especially common in
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the sCientific fields.

Based on the findings of this study, we believe that
,

women scientists in aeademe are a period of tramiition.

The human fights -movement.of the sixties expanded womeln's

awareness of the alternative roles available to them, and
A

the increasing numbers ot women ihat 4ave pursued graduate

education in the sciences in ,recent years have no doubt been

influenced by'the spirit othe:e.iimps. Making promised

opporOnities a reality for women in the sciences, powever,-

will require both time and concerted effort on the part of

institutional administrators, government-policy-makers, and

women scientists themselves, Women are still a small' minority

in the scientific communityl, without much power or prestige..

'To a great extenttheir position is the result of ,economie.

forces aad cannot be attributed to overt discrimination oo

the part of individuals or institutions.,' Yet, certain

administrative policies and a simple,lack of awareness on

the part ,of many male faculty and administratOrs fiave.also

served to limit women's advancement.

Overall 'affirmative action is working, but to'a limited

degree. Women gcientists and engineers are 15eing allowed

entrance to acadome. In the site visit institutions, women

academics generally were receiveing a somewhat larger share

of the new hires becasuse of affirmative action. But the door

is rotating and they exit almost immediately, as most of

these new poitions are short-term and the chances of becoming.

15
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part of the tenured faculty are slim.

Department chairs, eniversity-ddministrators and federal
r 4

policy-makers should consider focusing lesd on the numbers-7

of women scientists employed or the numbers of women graduate

;students qnrolled and more-on who and where in the system

these people are. Otherwise,.,the status of women in academe

will not change.

16
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Table 1. Wamen employees as a percentage of total, employee

population, overall by field and within each category of

faculty size, by field
a

Field of Dverall Size of EMOloyee Population

Specialization

Engineering.

Physical Science

Environmental

8cience'

Mathematical

Science

); Social Science

Life Science

Medical Science

Psychology

All fields

Percentage Medium Large

3 1
I

2 5
.

6 4 6 7

.

6 4 4 7

10 8 9 ,--4, 10

19 21. 16 20

20, 17 22 19

22 16 21 24

25 18 28 38

16 14 17 18
k..
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Table.2.° Percentage of.distribution of women erpployees

compar4d-to distribution of men employees by prestige

ranking of department, b'y field

Field of

Specialization

Prestige Ranking

High Medium Low

Engineering----7

Women

Men

.Physical Science

Women

Men

Mathematics

1

88

57

4

65

53

9,

29

22

29

li

11

3

14

12

18

t

,Women
t

'56 28

Men 55 18 28.

Social Science

Women 51 . 15 r
*n 4 46, 16 38

Life Science

Women 63 19 17

Mvn 57 19 .23

Psrehology

Women 59 25 16

Mon 59 25 15


